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A review of existing boundary-lsyer heat-transfer theory appli- 
cable to outside heat-trmsfer coefficients wa.s made. The influences 
of Mach nmber, -keqera.ture ratio, and exponents of gae-property 
temperature relations were cmquted and were shown to be relatively 
mall, when the gas is air, for Mach numbers less than 2 with tern- 
perature ratios between1 and 4. An equation for the averege heat 
transfer of a surface was derived for constant w&l teugerature when 
the boundary layer changed frcanlaminsrtoturbulentonthe surface. 
Theseresults indicatedthatthe prmtersneededto calculate the 
Musselt number sre the Reynolds and Euler mbers and the trmsition 
ratio (length of surface with lsminex boundary wer divided by total 
len&h of surface). Goodsgreementbetweenthe averageheattransfer 
predictedbythe theory and sm exgerzizmntal results fro~~cylinders, 
asairfoil, s&turbine blades was obtained.. 
No satisfactory correlation of heat transfer from turbine blades 
is possible between cooled turbine blades of the impulse and the 
reaction tspe when the correlation schemes used for boiler pipes, 
heat exchangers, and reciprocating e~&nes me applied. It is &mm 
that the convective heat-transfer rates between the fluids end the 
met&s involved sze dependent on the boundary layers. In the genpral 
case of heat transfq through the boundary lsyer, the stream tempera- 
ture may differ appreciably Fran the va31 or surface temperature, so 
that vaiations of specific heat, density, viscosity, and thermal 
conductivity should be considered, 88 well as the effects of Mach 
ntmber and peasure gradient in the direction of flow. 
Theoretical studies have beenmade of heat trmsfer through 
lamlnar andturbulentboundmylayers of certain simple types. One 
of the earliest laminm studies was made by Pohlhausen (reference I), 
who assumed no pressure grsdient (flat plate), vszioue Frandtl mm- 
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hers, and constant fluidpropertiesthrough theboundery layer. ThIe L 
analysis was extended to include large Mach mmbsre (supersonic flow) 
and tmperature ratios (the absolute temperature of the fluid outside 
the boundsry layer ditided by the absolute t 
tiairly different frm unity (references 2 to 4 . Variations In T 
rature of the wall) 
specific heat and the temperature-viscosity law s.re.elso considered 
in reference 4. Ln.references 5 and 6, the pressure gradient along 
the flow path i8. included, but oonstant fluid properties sre &8sUmed, 
thus Implying t~perature ratios nesr 1. All these mmlyses assume 
a constantwaU.tatnperature. Reference 7 comidera variationa in the 
m.L.1 temperature without a pressure gradient In the flow direction. 
In the case of theoretical. formulas for turbulent bouudary 
lsyers,Reynolds amlogy is uausUyem.@myed. Swies of the 
resulting formulas for heat transfer sxe given in references 8 and 9. 
The problem for incmqzmssible flow in a pipe and over a flat plate 
is discussed in reference 10. 
Sorm experimental results have been published on averege outside 
heat-transfer rates between the gm and the turbine blades fkm sta- 
tionary cascades. Ro nozzle8 preceded these cascadea. Data on 
impulse blades tith temperature ratioe of 0.8 and 0.9 are given in 
references ll and 12, respectively, and reference 13 gives results 
for temperatme ratios above 1. Even though'these result8 8x8 
plotted in the sme manner, ddfferent correlations are shoKh for dif- 
ferent cascades (reference 14). Ln order to unify such results, 
theoretical studies me needed and new psmmeters not used in tube 
investigationer mey be necessary. 
The theoretical effects of the vexLou psxsmeters on the heat 
transfer with alamlnax boundmylsyer and constantwalltmperatxre 
were analyzed at the MACA Lewis laboratory and are diecussed herein. 
Wfth the aesmptLom of constant wall temperature and Mach mmbers 
less than 2, a formula is derived for the average outside heat- 
transfer coefficient at points where the bomdacy layer is partly 
lsminsr and partly turbulent. The effect of two additfonsl parem- 
etem, the Euler number and the transition ratio, sre calculated 
and presented. Remits frcm experimental investigations are Etesembled 
smil cmpked tith results calculated by means of the theoretical. 
formulas. 
c 
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When a fluid flowE3 8Lh3.g a edLid bw, the part in bYE8dlA8 
contact with the surface haa zero velocity relatfve to the solid 
(reference 15, pp. 676-680);. whereas in the free stream , the fluid 
has its greatest velocity relktive to the solid. Between the vdl and 
the free stream , the velocitg changes continucxM.y tiam  zero to the 
free-stream  val1.18; this region is called the boxmda~y layer. One of 
the chaxacterietic features of thia re@on is that ft is very thin 
compared with the length of the body for the ranges of Reynolds m m - 
bra considered herein (104C R8 < 106); Under these circumstances 
(thin botmdary lay8r>, the same equations hold for curv8d smfacee 
as for plane on8e for a l&nar boundaq layer (reference 15, 
p- 1201, so that the radius of curvature will not enter into the 
aolutfon in g8n8raL (the stegnation point is an exceptfon). Such a 
boundary layer fe ahawn in figure 1, which greatly exaggerates the 
relative thicktess of the lmmdary layer. The solid surface is shown 
fn the f&U??8 as a @ate pkced in the nriddle Of a'COZQv8rgfn@: Channel 
and therefore StiJect to a d8Cr8aSiRg preesure gradient for subsonic 
flow. ThEI di8tanc8 X  iSllb3&SU?Xd d.ang the SUrfaCe from the St%- 
nattOn pOfnt and th8 y dir8CtiOIl i8 perp8ndfCUkr t0 th8 SuTfBcB. 
(fl QZibd.SU%?dhthe repartaredefin8dinAppendix A.) 
Equation for Heat-Transfer Coefficient 
At the wUl SuTface, h8at leaves the fluid by conduction at the 
rate perunittfmeperunitax8a k&F/&7),, xk8re Q is the 
thermal conductfvlty of the fluid at the waJl temperature and 
C&/ag-ly ig the t8mp8ra%uregradi8ntperpendicnlasto thewallat 
the waJl. ThL3 rate of conduction is equal to the mount of heat 
that enters thea perunlttimeprtitarea, uEluEtllygfvBL1as 
the product of a heat-transfer coefficient H and a temperature dif- 
ferencebetweenthe fluLdinthema3natr8amandthewaU. Whenthe 
fluid iB moVi% raplilly, an 8ffeCtiV8 temp8?X%tur8 'ce is USed in the 
heat-transfer equation. Thus 
E(T 8 - Tw> = 
where Tw is not a function of x. 
" 
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The effective tmrperature T, is not the tmperature indicated 
by ethezmme ter mating with the fluid, nor is it the &xqnation tern- 
perature iindicated by a thermmeter placed in a celmLng chamber where 
the fltid is brought to rest withoutheat transfer; that ie, addabat- 
It f8 inrrt;8ad the tmperature that satisfies equation (I) at 
approaches Z8rO and H remaim 
condant. Thus, T, = TX in thi~~case and, consequently, T, is 
often called the adiabatic wall temperature. By utilizing this con- 
cept for the effective gas teznp8rature, the diffeXenti& 8Quations of 
the boundary layer can be solved for (&lY/ay)w and T8, and H may 
be computed through the use of equation (1). 
Equationfs ofLamiIlarBoundaryLay8r 
The equations of the compressible lar&naz boundmy layer for 
steady-state flow of an aC?Xe.l gas tit& heat tranf3fer a28 (refer- 
ence 4): 
Mmntua equ&ion, 
Continuity equation, 
(2) 
(3) 
Energy equation, 
Jc. 
P 
In order to find the quantities (&./a~> and T, shown in 
equation (l), two independent solutiona of th: bomdary-layer 
equation9 are necessary. The fir& solution is for (&l?/by)w 
with the asamrptionthat TV ia independent of x and with the 
following boundmy conditions: 
c 
L 
. 
c 
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and when 
Y =o, 
u =o =v 
T = TW = constant 
u= u 
c 
The second solution i-s for T8 with th8 a88mnpti.on that 
mlaY)w = 0 and Te =Tw, which is an UnImosm Qnantity to be deter- 
mined by solving the boundmy-layer equations. 
Th8 SOlUtiOu Of ~UatfOIlS (1) to (4) win involve th8 qWtiti8F3 
UJ vJ XJ YJ PJ PJ cPJ kJ TJ PJ HJ UJ OJ qJ - Pa The 
quaditie6 o J q  J and B are exponent8 of the temperature relations 
of t i6co8ityJ t&8- canduCtivityJ and gec~fic h&t, ~8gectivd.y. 
When the eqUationa are pUt into d%IIensionless fom and solved, the 
pr8ViOLWly.~ntfOn8d PhylsiCal CDLantitiefl appear a6 a group Of dlmen- 
SiOfi8SS pamm&ers, so that the SOlUtiOn can be expreseed in the folm 
@@IL, RC3, =J MJ EuJ Tr, h$)J cp, B) = ’ (51 
6 
where 
pJu = B 
% 
=IW~selt mmiber 
Re u%F = - =Repolda mmiber 
PW 
C 
pr = -uJW pw 
kw 
= Prandtl number 
M =E = Mach number 
Eu =Euler nmb8r 
X (6) 
T8 Tr = T = temperature ratio 
W 
= recovery factor 
k T 
0 
cp 
G= Tw 
3L, T P 
0 cp,w Tw 
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. The IWss8l-t mnnber Eixk ia a veil-kmwn heat-tranSf8r paf'am - 
8t8r thSt Call be derived frVrm  ~uation (1) by resEW@ug and IEUlti- 
plying both sides of the eqtxation by the reference length x, thereby 
makiug eqtm tion (1) nondimensfou.al. 
The R8yIIoldS mEb8r Uo+z/~~ is a well-lmam parameter for 
fluid-flow problemEl  relating the inertia to the viscous forces. 
TheI?lxmdtlrmmiber c P2 kw J 
results frcnnmRMng equation (4) 
nandimenSi& and depends 8ntlrely upan the propertieS Of the fluid. 
The Mach mmber U/a aud. the temperattn-8 ratio Ts/Tw appesr in 
the solution when the heat generated in the boundary layer is not 
negligfble ad when bJ?ge teTq+ratUre dif'ferences, prducing changes 
hlpO$X'%y Vdll8S~ &St betweenthe fltlidandthe bodg. 
c 
The Ner nuniber sdik isnotas fem ller agroupingasthe 
pecedf-g nmbers. It measures the presm re gradLent in a nondben- 
eional fashion. Althoughthe symbolforNermmiberhas appearedas 
In in previous bOtDdaXy.-lay8r investigations (ref8??8nCe8 5, .6, cad 9)J 
I the symbol EU ie used in this report to couform  to the notation for 
Oth83? dilM Ilsi&8Ss qWtiti8SJ such as R8, P r, and mu. bn the 
velocity varfee aS P, the partial dIfferentPals in the numerator 
becoene tot& affferentials a?ld the Ner m ;rmber redUC8S to th8 COII- 
atant value m l, 86 shown in r8f8r8nC8s 5 and 6. 
The quantity T8 is often related to T8 by the equation 
Te 
U2 =T&+A- 
%JCp- 
where A  is a dfmensionless m m & r called the recovery factor. 
If 1-e temperature difference8 exist between the gas and the 
solid BUrfac8J many of the physic& quantities En the equations 
<c,J PJ PJ and k) vex-y by lag8 amounts in the boundary layer. 
In figure 2, the values of pJ k, and c 
IT 
a8 -plotted ina 
1ogaritImLc scale against absolute temperature. The large varia- 
i tfona msy not r8sId.t in l8xg8 change6 in the Nuseelt nUmb8r because 
some of these variations my  be ccmpensatory. These curves canbe 
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closely appcxlmated by stra2gh-t liass on a logsrithmic plot for mod- 
mate ranges of temperature, so that it la possible to write 
. 
k/kw = (Tbw)(p 
c /c p p,w = (rlr,? 
1 (8) 
where U, Cp, and P are exponent8 that will appea;r in equations (2) 
to (4) when the greceding substitutions sre made for p, k, and 
%' The ususl substitution for p is made; that is, p varries 
inversely as the tamperature and dIrec2tl.y as the pressure. In the 
8olution, the values of W, cp, and P have an bfluence on the 
results when T, ia umrkedly different from 1. 
Effect of Variation of Dimensionless Remmeters on 
NusseltNuu&erforLsWnarRoundargLayer 
When solved for Nu, equation (5) takes the form 
Nu = $ (Re, Pr, M, Eu, Tr, 0, Cp, P> (9) 
The evaluation of the functions Ql and Q2 presents a formi- 
dable mxthematical problem. The NACA Lewis laboratory is now working 
out a numerical. solution for the general case, where the gas proper- 
ties in the boundary layer vary tith the temperature and.lazge pres- 
sure gradient8 are present in the free stream at the ssme time. 
Calculations have &reedy beenmade by several investigators asd in 
this paper for some simplified cases by which the first-order effects 
of the parameters, acting independently, can be determined. The 
effects ti the Nusselt nm&er of the other nondimensional numbers in 
equation (9) foJJow. 
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Bffect of Re.molds number Re. - ALL the references dealing with 
heat transfer through a Uminm boundmy layer (references 1 to 9 end 
151, no matter which of the other parameters are included or omItted, 
agree that Nu .should be proportional to the square root of the 
Regnolds number (for example, reference 25, pp. 626-636). Thus, 
Nucn e K cm 
Effect of X9xnd-U. nmiber Fr. -Astifle endexactrelationfor 
the effect of the Prandtl 11Iwber on the Xusselt mnpber is impossible 
because of the w Pr enters into auation (4) when the e@.tiOn 
ismadenondQnensionfLL. The effect haa been calculated (reference 15, 
pp. 624 snd 626) in the case where M z 0, Tr Z I, and variations 
in cp sre not considered; that is, 6 =O. Ithasbeenfoundthat 
with E-u = 0 for 0.7 SPr S15, the approzimate relation ie 
(12) 
c smar1y, tith Eu =I for 0.6 lplr 52 (reference 15, p. 6321, 
Nu m (Pdoo4 (13) 
A similar relation for Eu = 2 presumably could be found, but as yet 
has not been detemined. 
Effect of Euler mmiber Eu. - !&he equations that give the effect 
of the EMLer number on the Husselt Damber for the case when Tr X I, 
M’JO, and B=O, are gWen ip references 5 and 6. Caculatfons 
sxe made in reference 5 for a se&es of prasdtl nmhers frclm 0.6 to 
1.1 for Eu = 0 and Eu = 1 and for a series of values of Eu for 
Pr = 0.7 in reference 6. Bgutilizi 
7 
the Isminsr velocity dLstri- 
butions published fn reference 17, Nu@k may be calculated from 
the equation given in reference 6, which is 
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The results of the calculations are shown in figure 3, where 
-0.09 5 Eu 5 1.5 and 0.6 1. PrS 1.1. The lower value of Eu, where 
&u/a, is zero at the waU, gives the largest adverse pressure @?a- 
die-n-t theoretically possible in a Lemsnar boundary layer with Tr Z 1. s t-i 
If this gradient is exceeded, reverse flW will begin at the wall and 
transition or separation will occur. When the value of mu/q/-% 
plotted in figure 3 is defined as Fla, then 
Flm =Nu/e (15) 
where Flam is a function of both En and Pr. 
Effect of temperature ratio Tr. - In the following psregraphs, 
the effect of Tr will be evaluated by keeping 0, (JJ, and 8 of 
equation (8) constant, followed by the.evaluation of Nusselt number 
c-es due to variations in @, cp, and B. 
By utilizing figure 4, which is obtained from *he results of 
reference 9, it is seen that at least for Eu = 0 the Russelt nmber 
and the teqerature.ratio may be expressed in the form I. 
Nu cc (?I,,” (16) 
Then n can be evaluated from published resulta for the case when 
B = 0 (constant specific heat} and Eu = 0 (no pressure gradient). 
The results of the evaluations where w and Cp were assumed eq.usL 
are shown in the following table: 
\ 
1STrr4 '0 1 0.76 
1ST <,4 0 0.725 
1rgr4 
-75 
.9 .7 .7 
lST,S4 5 1 .8 
1CTn12 5 1 .8 
a 
I 
Reference 
-0.089 2 
-.073 4 
-.091 3 
-.087 5 
-.084 3 
I The values in the table indicate that neither changes in the Mach 
nmiber nor in the Prmdtl. nm&er have much effect on n in the ranges 
8hOlM. It wiJl be shown later that this independence is not true of 
w. The influence of o is not shown in the table because the vslues 
cl used in the references cover only a very msll range. In Practice, 
i!c o csnnotchang~muchmlesa &&xmetemperaWre ranges are usedor 
unless the fluid is changed. 
The well temperature has been used throughout this investigation 
in evaluating Nu, Re, and Fr, aU of which involve some of the 
fluid propertiee. If the free-streamtmperature is used instead of 
the wall temperature for evaluating the fluid properties, the value 
of n will be quite different. Thie effect is showninfigure 4. 
The W3stion imnediately arises as to whether there exists some 
intermediate temperature that, if used for fluid-property evaluation, 
would cause n to beccme zero. 
It ie suggested in reference 9 that some results of Crocco can 
be closely a ppmximated by emluatiug the fluid properties at a 
temperature T P when .? 
T = T6 + 0.032 M2 + 0.58 
P 
(17) 
Because in this correlation constant specific heat (9 = 01, zero 
premure gradient (Eu = O), 0 = 0.75 =4), and Pr =0.725 me 
assmaed, it is not recmnded for other cases when these conditions 
are not ftif.filled. 
The temperature ratio has another effect not directly related to 
equation (9), the effect on the stability of the 7 boux&ry 
layer. A theoretical analysis is Presented in reference 18 and the 
results are shown in figure 5, where the critical Reynolds nmiber is 
plotted against the tmperature ratio for Euler number of zero. The 
critical Reynolds number, which indicates the stability of the laminsx 
boundary layer or its resistance to transition, is seen to increase 
for increasing Tr. It is experimentslly shown in reference 19 that 
the Reynolds number of transition decreases when Tr becomes less 
than 1. 
c Effect of viscosity-temperature expo nent 0. - In going from one gas to another, the value of 0 may change copsfderably. It is shown 
in reference 20 that W ranges frcm 0.647 for helium at low tempa- 
.a 
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- tures to 0.98 fok cexbon dioxide. HUB arange ofvslues of w could 
conceivably be useful. Reference 4.contains such values with M =I, 
Pr = 0.725, ti , 
wherein c f e- 
!3 = 0, end Eu = 0 (presented herein as fig. 61, 
eL,&J a quantity proportional to Uusselt number divided 4 
by 9/q6 is plotted against 6~. This figure showsthatwhen 
d 
'c, = 1' N~,~/pqfj is almost independent of 0. If Tr = 4J a 
change of 0 from Ot7 to 0.8 (plausible range when the fluid is air> 
decreases Nu L tN7-i about 3 percent, whereas a change in 0 
frcm 0.65 to IlO decre&S Nu, s/dTo about 8 percent J the refer- 
ence value of being'at Tr =l. 
Effect of thermal conductivity - temperature erponent cp. - The 
separate effect of Cp. has not been published insofar ss is Imown. In 
the references it is assumed to be the ssme as 0. 
Effect of specific heat - temperature exponent P - The effect 
of the exponent B has been computed using the results of refer- 
ence 4 and is shown in figure 7 with K J a quantity proportional to 
plotted egainst B. This figure ahows that for 
is independent of P. The figure also illus- 
trates the fact that decreases for Ancreasing Tr- 
It is therefore awent that the lsrge changes in the physical 
properties of the fluid through the boundary layer due to large tm- 
perature veziations produced sever&L effects. Some of these effects 
tendedtoreduce Nu/&J whereas other effects tended to increase 
mu/n. The net result of KU. these changes hail not been ccsnpletely 
calculated, but in view of the compensations noted, the net effect 
mey be Much less thm the chmges ti the individual properties would 
indicate. 
Effect of Mach numlmr. - Cslculatfons me pesented in refer- 
ences 3 and 4 in which a range of Mach Ilumbers was used. JEroman 
aueJJ'Sis Of th8 CWeS based on these C~dbti~J it iS concluded 
that for Hach nmibers not exceeding 4 en approximate relation is 
Nu m(l - C M') (18) 
, 
c 
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The coefficient C fn equation (18) depends on the other param- 
eters of equation (9)' but does not u&ergo large changes in the renge 
of vahes usually ejzcountered. The cslculated variat2on caused by 
changingMachnmber frcm0 to 2 is showninfigme 4. When 
CO= 0.75 = cp, Pr = 0.725' Tr = 2, and 6 = 0 =EuJ a caJmiLation 
ut~zing the results of reference 4 field3 the valub 0.00374 for C. 
This~a3.uewas alteredverylittlebychanging Tr fro~~lto 4. 
The curves of reference 3 indicate a velue of 0.0034Q. for C, where 
Tr =l, Pr = 1, 0 = 0.8 =CpJ and Eu = 0 = 9. Both of these mm- 
hers are so small that for subsonic flow, the Mach mmber effect is 
quite inappreciable' at least for Eu = 0. When M = 4, the effect 
on IYu is to reduce it about 6 percent from the value at M = 0. 
Correlation equation for lminar flow. - For 1C Tr( 4 and 
OS M s2J the combined effect on the Nusselt mmber for a&r as the 
gas of Tr, M, U, and 6 fs of the order of a S- or lo-percent 
change from the value at Tr = I, M = 0 (for air' 6 = 0.2 and 
w = 0.7). In view of the compensations on Nu/fi of the different 
factors involved, an approximation has been made for purposes of cor- 
relation for the heat transfer frcan a lmimr boundary layer. For 
this approxAmation, equation (9) takes the fom 
Figure 3was putinthe fozmof figure 8byusingtheresults of 
figure 3 for Ersndtl number of 0.7 and results of reference 6 for 
Eu71.5. Fortherange OlEuS2, the results shown infigure 8 
check figure 3 to less than 3 percent. Thus the following equation 
replaces equation (15) fm 0.6 I Pr 51 and 0 c-Z&i, 2: 
where 
Flam = Flam/@d 
l/3 
(19) 
I&uation (19) will be the correlation equation for lamfnar flow with 
F lam given in figme 8. 
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Equations of Turbulent Boundsry Layer 
When the boundary layer becoenss turbulentJ the WfereRtiti 
equations (2) to (4) can no longer be applied because the motion is 
not steady and the mean ration does not satisfy the equation of 
stokes. In apit of much sti@ifioationJ neither the dynemic nor 
the thermal problems sre at present amenable to solution in their 
more exact form. The flow is often regexxkxi as consisting of a 
mean flow and a superposed fluctuating motion. By use of this 
ConceptJ eWdAon8 similar to equations (2) end (4) have been pre- 
sented wherein the velocities and the temperatures are time averages 
(reference 8) tha.t neglect pressure-gradient and dissipation term 
as follom: 
(20) 
(21) 
where eM is the so-cslled eddy diffusivity for mrrmentum and Err 
is the so-called eddy diffusivity for heat. Thus fo&yJ the 
laminar solutions for no pressure gradient and no dissipation could 
be used by substituting s + v/p for p/p and cH + p/p Pr for 
P/P a- This solution cannot bz cerried out so simply, however, 
became the values of the eddy diffusivities vary from place to place. 
Consequently, equations (20) and (21) have been used to derive Reynolds 
~~Y_-o, 
This derivation is carried out by postulating that 
pr = 1' and EM = EH. Equations (20) and (21) then 
becq identical in form, the-only difference being the substitution 
of T in equation (ZL) for u in equation (20) as the dependent 
variable. It can then be shown (reference 8) that 
H f =- 
‘p ‘t&i’ 2  
where f is the friction coefficient equal to TW 
P&32/2 
(22) 
The postulate that Fr =l holds approz&nately for elI gases. 3 
A nxnnber of fozxrulas have been proposed for correcting equation (22) 
for cases where Fr f 1. The 8we8t fond.aJ given in reference 21, 
IS be 
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(23) 
It i~l shown iu reference 8 that equations containing more accurate 
andmore c 
equation (23 "p' 
a correction factors do not differ markedly from 
iu the range 0.5 CPr < 10. When equation (23) ia 
solved for ETu, theresultis -0 
l/3 NU =$Re(Fr) (24) 
The correlatfon for Nu can then be cmgleted bg substftuting 
an f correlation in equation (24). One of W  82qilest of them 
correlation ie given in reference 8 end is 
f - = 0.0296 (Re) 
-0.2 
2 
Substitution of this value in equation (24) yielaS 
NU = 0.0296 (Re)"'8 (Pr) l/3 
Reference 9 presents eqtm.tLou (26), compmee it with two more 
elaborate correlatiaas, and concludes ths.5, equation (26) ie adequate 
forgaae8, though poseZblg not for liquids with extrsms values of 
pr. Accordingly, 8quation (26) wfll be wed ae the correlation 
0q%.tiOn for turbulent boundary layers even though the preasure- 
gradient effect has not been included. 
Iuthe1amTnarboundarylayer, itwue found that th8 wallteul- 
-p8ratlE8 W&S suitable for 8T8hELti~ th8 @El pOperti8S PI C , pr 
and k. Althoughthe evaluatioutemprature for aturbulentb&ndeq 
layer cannot be obtained fxy thie &?.ndysis, a t8mprature eqnd. to 
the surface temperature is -eated, cou6id8ring that the lmiuer 
sublayer in the turbulent boundary layer may be controlli~ the heat 
trausfer. Aho, god. correlation for turbulent flow in pipes is 
obMn8d in reference 22 when the gas properties exe evaluated at the 
wall. temperature. The wall tegerature will therefore be used for 
evaluating thegas properties Zubothlamiuac a&turbuleutbouudary 
layere. 
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Heat Transfer with Both Lemimxr and Turbulent Boundary Layers 
As the solid surface increaeea in length, the Reynolds nmb8r 
b8CmS.k@38r ad the ~~~ layer IYltimat8ly beccanee unstable, 
ch8nging to a tUrbti8nt boundaxy layer. The problem then axisee of 
CCSQUtiI3g an aTerage NUeeelt ramib8r for the whole b&y, frC3II th8 
StS@ld~~ point tier8 X=0 tithetraila8a@;exhere X=L. 
If the transition pint ie at EL, where thelaainarbo~layer 
changes t0 a tW?bul8ntboundaryl~er,then 
The method for obtaining-the total heat transfer ie to integrate H 
for both lmtinez ad tUrbUl8nt boundary layem. 
(27) 
dx =EL (28) 
The heat tr&nafer over the whole ~3urface Ku1 b8 obtained when 
both laminar 8nd turbulent boundary layem ~8 ooneidered to exist 
On the 6IEfaC8. 
Heat tmZIBf8r throU& lamine;r bow la;ger.- - The correlation 
eqnation for the 1emLm.r boundary layer fs given aa equation (19), 
which may be written a~ 
* 
= i’iam J- F ,-II2 W (29) 
In order to obtaLn the heat tranafemed, an integration over the 
lminax layer is I-l.eC8SSaX7. The aeamrption of cons&t pw will be 
made, which ie re@on@ble for low Mach numbers. In a,ddAtion, the WaLl 
tarnperature and Flam will be assumed con8tant over the laminar 
portion.., Then L&-egration -of equation (29) yields 
It is stated in r8f8X'enCes 5 aIId 6 
stant, the relation betw88n U and x 
where Eu is the Euler mmber. Substftuting equation (31) in 
equation (30) snd tit8~a-b~ field 
u Eu =cx 
1 
that if En 1s to be con- 
is 
L I&t-1 
2 
Hdx= (32) 
HeattransPerthroup;hturbukntbowdar;plsy er. - The corre- 
lation 8quatZon for the tarbulent bomdary layer fs given sa 
equation (a), whichmay be written as 
Boceedingina msaner sindlaz to equations (29) to (321, with the 
Sntegration noW frcm & to L, equation (33) beCOlll88 (m8Cting 
p8SSm8-graaf8nt 8ff8CtS 011 the lOC&. heat-trSIlSfer Coefficient) 
. 
o*8 Lo.s(&l+l) 
E 
_ E0.8(Euil) 
I 
(341 
+ 
~tiOnofh8attranspero-V~anrpetc8~8nat;h L. - where both 
ls&nsrandturMent b 
8quEkiOIlf3 (28), (321, 
-13 8XiSt OV8r th8 SWf&c8, us8 Of 
Kfy seld an average heat--f= 
coefficient, thus 
, 
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0 0.8 0.037 clpv -E-q- L0.8(Eu+l) c I- % 0.8(Eu+l) 3 WI 
The left side of equation (35) is r%/(Pr) l/3 , the ordinate custm- 
arlly UB8d fn experimental correlations. The right aide is ususJ.ly 
gT.vea as a f'unc$ion of a Reynolds mmber. A suitable Reynolds nMb8r 
for US8 with m is 
Where u' iS the aV8rS@ Velocity OV8r @e solid SuYfaC8. It is 
Xt8C8SSayY t0 eXpreS8 cl .in terms of U. 
The defining equation for 5 is 
L 
Et= udx s 0 (371 
EL- Substitution fn equation (37) Of U = clx and integration yield8 
Substitution of this vsJ..ue of c 
1 
In equation (35) yields 
The reference length used in the Nusselt and Reynolds numbers fs 
SoIII&imeS different fram the L US8d here. For turbine-blade shapes, 
a commons reference length is perWeter/rt, nhlch reduces to the 
4 r-l 
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. diameter for a cfrcular cyldnder. In equation (39), perimeter/sr 
will be used by substituting 2L/rc for L in Nx and iu ReL. 
The coefficfent 2 in th8 ftist term-then becomes 2&&r 
1.596, whereas the coefficient 0.037 ti the second tern became6 
0.037 (2/lc)".2 or 0.0338. 
If values are chosen for Eu and 6, then Rup/(l?r) l/3 is a 
function of Re . Even when plotted on a logsritl-nnlc scale, the 
fWEtiOn%Ul s&t. be slightlg curved because of the 0.5 aud 0.8 
powers of the Reynolds nmber in equatfon (39). Because heat-transfer 
COZT8b.tiOIIS at?8 wy Pr888nt8d by drEtrJine; a stmight line through 
the observed poiuts plotted on a logariW.m~Lc scs.le,~for purposes of 
comparison equation (39) till be put ato the approximate fom 
Nup/(-) 
l/3 =f (~8~)' 
I (40) 
tith~ldl8t8r/Sr beingth8referencelength. 
&wation (39) can be pd Vito the form of equatfon (40) by 
-w th8 8XaCt 8qUXbiOn (39) coincide with th8 apwte 
equation (46) at two points near the 8&S of the observed r-8 Of 
experimentaldata. In t;bis case, the two pofnts chosen will be 
Re P 
= 2 x lo4 and 2x105. The gr8atbSt dif?f8Xmo8 between the 
exact and approxWat8 curve6 tilthenbe about 2 percent qless 
for 104% Rg.S 4 x 105, 
iS &ended to 10% 
increasfng to about 6 percent When Re 
P 
Values of Z aud j? sre shown in figure 9. They are plotted 
as ordiuates against the trausitfon ratio t as abscfssa. FCWt? 
VE&l88 Of &I W8 ShOWD, ranging f3XEk -0.09 t-0 2. The 8ff8C-t; Of 
& ill fi@.JXe 9 iS leS6 than that ShOX?n fn f&W?8 8 beCauSe %kl 
ELpp8=8 tithe d8- tor of the f_irst tern of equatiou (39) aud 
thus pare CaIICelS the 8ff8Ct Of Flm. 
. 
Bg using figure 9 end equS.tiOu (a), curve8 were determined for 
differen~,;alues~ of t and Eu, as shown in figure 10, where 
Nnp/(- > is plotted against Re . As wouldbe expected, th8 
bW8St &t fmJIf$8r r8SIikS f??Can apmmp18tely lamilz~cr boundary 
layer, t = 1; whereas the highest heat tmnsfer is obttiued for au 
c 
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entire turbulent boundary layer, [ = 0. In practice, Some of the . 
CuTv88 would not extend into al.1 the Reynolds nmber ranges shown, 
but the extension has been made in figme 10 to CLustrate the 
. th8oreticsl trends. It iS 8883 frOIlI the Slope Of these theoretical 
curve8 why~ex-perimental results, when plotted in this fashion, often- 
times *eld slopes different frm 0.5 Or 0.8, the theoretical values 3 4 
expected with either completely lgrminar or turbulent boundary layers, 
respectively. 
APPLICATION OF TEEOEXTOBAL~TS 
In the,fOliL~ing SeCttin, tQ8 theory til be ccmpared with exper- 
imental result6 obtained f'rom cylinders, an airfoil, and turbine-blade 
cascades. On these surfaces, & V-Ed.88 1OCidJ bllt fLV8IF?q8 VEih88 
will be uS8d except for stag&ion points and 
heat-transfer Coefficient8 hSV8 been measured 
theory. 
the airf0sLwhere10cs.l 
sndcenbe comperedtith 
Cylindera 
Equation (191, when written fn the form 
can be used to calculate a Nusselt number for the stsguation point of 
a cyliuder. lkm? this point, it has been showu (reference 23) that 
U= ulx 3.63 y- (42) 
where D is the cylinder diameter a&. Ul the upstream velocity 
, of the fluid. Substitution of equation (42) in equation (4l), 
csnc8llation of the ~'8, and multiplication of both sides by D 
yield 
m =1.905 Fl& (pr) l/3 d-- "wUID - kw pW 
For this CS.SBL .&I =l (reference l.5, p. 631) and utilizfng fig- 
ure (8) for Flam with Pr = 0.7, equation (43) becomes 
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Ns = 0.945~ 
or 
Nl+d l/3 =1.064 Re r D 
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(44 
Equation (44) is nesrly the same as that given in reference ti 
(p. 632). The mer8IEe in the nUmeriC@. CO8ffiCfent (1.01) fn the 
reference is due t0 the us8 Of a higher prasdtl nWCLb8r 
and a theoretical velocity dfstribution (U = 4Ulx/D). 
(Fr = 0.733) 
Experimentsl measurements of th8 RusS8lt number at the stagnation 
p0bb Of a Cytind8r ar8 given in r8fer8nC8 24 and are plotted in fig- 
ure IA. for three cylinders of diameters 1.27, 2.54, and 6.33 inches. 
Th8th8a8tiCti ClE'V8iS shownalso asdagZ.888 VeryX'e=tiththe 
data. 
5 average Kusselt n&era over the cyXnder8 sr8 shown In flg- 
tLT8 12, together With the theOretiCaL CurvB from equation (46). ‘3?h8 
Reynolds nlndber R8D COntainfng th8 UpStr8SIll V&OCity U haf3 been 
converted to the Reynolds number Rs 
P' 
wbkhcontains u; the 
average velocLty srou& the cylztnder. 5 average velocity and the 
dQ~~nsionlsss number Ru were found fEvrm the~prsssure distribtitions 
giV8Il in r8f8renC8 24 thrOU& us8 Of &rhOtii'S 8quatlOn and the 
d8flnitiOn of the Euler number. 5 value of [ was obtained by 
noting the point of minAmumlkss8l.t nlrniber in the plot of Nu 
qpinst the sm$Le measured fram the stsgnatfon point. Thus, b was 
found to be 82 /160° or 0.435. The s.gr8sm8ntbetw88nthe experiment 
andthe theory is S~Sin&ygOOdinvieHOf the fact that SePSra- 
tion has occurred on the cylinder and n0 account of sepsration was 
taken in the themetiC& deV8lOPmen-b. 
Airfoil 
Refer8IlC8 23 giV8s lOC& heat-transfer COeffiCientS for C18aS- 
air conditions obtained in flight tivestigations of a NACA 65,2-016 
smtrical adrfofl with an a-foot chord. An 8quiVfiHLt diameter 
at the le&?.&bg edge was obtained herein using the coordinate sgs- 
tern for the airfoil given in reference 26. From this eqtiv- 
aleI?& diameter and th8 data. Of r8fer8IIC8 23, it Was possible t0 
determine Ns/(Pr) l/3 and R SD at the StS@IatiOn pOtit. ReCauSe 
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ordy one flightspe8dWas used forth8 cleasl-afr condition, only one 
potit Was obtained, which is shom.in figur8 ll aud weea Well With 
the theOr8tiCal curve and eXp8rimsutti r8SUltS firm Cyllnd8rS. 
Using the sxprImf3ntsl results of reference 25, it w-as also 
possibl8 to determine local_Nnsselt, R8ynolds, Prsndtl, and Eti8r 
numbers. The coefficfent Flam could thenbe det8ZQiu8dloc~y 
from the Euler nUDib8r and a theoretiti curve drawn for ccmpexkon 
with the exp8riments.l results. The CwSoI1 iS made in figur8 13, 
equation (19) beiug for the leminm case end equation (26) for the 
turbuleut case. The curve for a flat plate is given for the 1smim-r 
range to shoW the increase resultiug from inolUsion of EtIl8r Ilumber 
8ff8CtS in equatiou (16). 
of x/L ~5th Re. 
A scale is also given for the variation 
It is see23 that equation (19) egrees well with 
the data in the 1amlne.r range until very close to the leading edge. 
Equatiori (26) falls somewhat b8lOW the experimental results. 
h aVereg8 Vak8 of Nu /(Pr) l/3 WaS ctiCJJlat8duSiTIg 8qUa- 
tiOZl(LK)) and figure 6. Thepavereg8 Euler Z?JW&8r Was obtained fratn 
the pressure distribution and the trsnsltion ratio was obtained from 
the plot Of local heat-trensfer.co8ff~cient against X/lr. Th8 tren- 
sition pofnt was t&en as the value of x/L where the heat-trausfer 
coefficient shotrs a sharp iucr8ase. 
l/3 
By usiug this method, the cslcu- 
culated velue of FIup/(Pr) was about 9 percent less than the 
experimental v&he. 
Turbine-Blade Cascades 
Ih OY'd8r to detemine average outside coefficients for turbine 
blades, vsxious sets of heat-transfer measurements have b88u as- 
sembled. The peptiuent facts about th8se expersmen-t;s are shown in 
table I. It is evident from the tsble that verrious pr888ur88, tem- 
peraturee , V8lOCiti88, and 18&&S W81'8 used by the different authors 
in their correlations. In order to put these results on a unifm 
and Cmpmabl8 basis, the gas properties ~8x8 &l reduced to those 
at blade &3mperaixJreS, the V8lOCitfeS were reduced t0 average ValU88 
mound the blade periphery outside the bomdsry layer, and the refer- 
ence length ~asreduced to perimst8r/lc. The velocity2%duction Was 
acccmplished by Using the state of-the gas at the inlet to the blade 
cascade, calculating the velocity dlstrfbutfon exmud the blades 
through US8 of the StZecm-fil80lent..UlethOd, and then Utiliza the 
eXpez$mmtal cukves and the data Wh8r8 available to obtain 
Nu@r)1'3. The details of these cslculatione ac.e given in refer- 
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eIlce 14. Same of the experimsntal comelations resulting are shown 
in ffgure 14. 
The comgarisons between the comelation curves given in figure 14 
and the,theory are made in flgures 15 to 17. The method used to 
obtain the theoretical curves is given in append&x B. The comparisous 
IndLcate better agreement of the theory and the ezrperhent when f ie 
deizemdned by i2.19 cation -&at Eu= 0 rather t&n by the condition 
that Eu = -0.09. An exception is-the case of reference 13 (fig. 171, 
where better agreement is obtaiued for the Eu = -0.09 condftfon. 
The deviation between the 8 detemInations in this exe&t.e, however, 
is rather m&l. 
Ikcm a theoretical analysis of heat transfer from the boundaq- 
LEyrer aspect, the following results were obttined: 
1. Other dimensionless nmbers in addition to the Reynolds and. 
Prmdtl numbers are needed for an accurate evaluation of the Nusselt 
mmiber. Two of the most influential mkbers are: the Euler number, 
a measure of the pressure gradfent; end the transition ratio, whkh 
measures the emouut of laminar boundary layer present on a surface. 
2. The &ch number appeazed to have a-smaller effect, at least 
for Mach Tnrmbers less than 2 and temperature ratios between 1 and 4, 
whenthe fluidwas air. The viscosity- end specf9ic heat-- tern- 
perature wnts showed vas;ving influence, depending 011 the tem- 
peratum ratio. 
3. An equation for the average heat transfer was derfved for 
constant wall temperature to include the Euler mmber and transition- 
ratio effects. 
4. Theoretical curves based on this analgsie agreed with experi- 
mental. results obtained frcm cylinders, a symmetrical eArfoil, end 
turbine-blade cascades. . 
Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratoq, 
Rational Adtiscqy- Comndttee for Aeronautics, 
Cleveland, Ohio. 
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a 
C 
Cf 
cP 
C 
1 
D 
DO 
Eu 
F 
FlaDl 
Flam 
f 
F 
The following sy&ols me usedinthlsreport: 
speed of sound in gas 
factor in correlation egnation (181, Elu CO (1 - C M2> 
drag coefficient due to &In frzkt~on 
. 
specAfio heat at constant mesure at point x,y in boundary 
layer 
Eu factor in u = clx 
diameter of cylinder 
chazacteristic length, E lt 
mean coefficient, 
r27- 
z 13 
P 
coefficient for 7flm, -EL 
d-- Re 
F 
mean coefficient, lam 
friction coefficient, TW 
y2/2 
. 
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m Q 
H 
E 
h 
J 
K  
k 
L 
% r I 
w 
- 
mu 
*?I 
FL 
EC 
P 
n 
pr 
P  
9 
R 
Re 
acceleration dm to gratity 
&side heat-trassfer OoeffIcfent 
mean outside heat-transfer coefficient 
enthalPy 
mechanical. equimlent of heat 
hW-43 fronreference4, K= T-T c 
w 6 P,6 
them& Conductivity at Point x, y in 
total length of surface, measured along 
pointtotraXLingedge 
value of x at -ition poti 
Mach number, U/a 
local Husselt mmiber based on x, -i? 
local Nusselt mznber based on D, RD/kw 
manNusselt nmber based on L, mw 
nteanNusselt number based on Fimeter J 'II Eo/kw 
exponent of I&mselt - temperature-ratio relation, Nu cn(T,) 
n 
Frandtl number, "P,Z w J" 
static pressure ig boundary layer, or at its edge because 
aPEv i s assumed zero 
streenfunctionof flowinboundarylayer 
rmiverssl gas constant 
local Reynolds nmber based on x, Up,xh, 
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Recr critical Reynolds number below which all oecillatioti in lmimrboundarylayer me dazqmd 
ReD Reynolds nmber based on D, Ulp,D/~, 
q mean Reynolds number based on L, GwL/P I? 
Re meanReynolds nmberbased on perimeter 
EPwDo 
P d 
cLW 
T gas tamperatme at point x9 y in bomdary layer 
FF time average tmmature 
T 
P 
reference temperature for mperty values; 
T& + 0.032 M2 + 0.58 
Tr temperature ratio, T /T 6 u 
. 
3 
U 
u 
V 
v 
X 
Y 
z 
qelocity of gas at edge of boundary 1-r 
integrated average velocity U 
velocity upst9am of body - 
boundary-layer velocity in x direction 
time-average boundary-layer velocity in x direction 
boundary-layer velocity in y direction 
time-average boundary-layer velocity in y direction 
distance along surface or pazaLlelt0 it 
distance normalto surface 
exponent of Reynolds nmber (equation (40)) 
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. 
B 
P 
- u 
- f 
P 
7 w 
9 
qonent in specific  heat - temperature relation, 
c  /c  p p,w = (Tbw)' 
outer edge of boundary layer 
eddydiffusivityforheat 
eddy diffus iv ity  for mmentm 
nondImensionalboundary-layer coordinate, dq,YE 
absolute tiscos ity  of gas at po3nt x9 y  in bomdary layer 
k inematic  v iscoeity  (p/p) 
L tr transition ratio, 7 
density  of gas at point x ,g in bomdary layer 
sheaf s tress, (+IL~~)~ 
exponent in themal conductiv ity-temperature relation, 
k /k  W  = (Thw)' 
function, equation (5) 
function, equation (9) 
function, equation (10) 
f'mction, equation (18a) 
exponent in v iscos ity-tsfnperature rexation, I.L/P~ = (T/T I0 
W  
. 
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Subscripts: 
D 
e 
L 
lam 
P 
P 
S 
SF 
W 
6 
based on diamter 
effective 
based on total length 
1amiW 
pressure surface 
based on perimeter 
suction smface 
suction and pressure surface 
WELL condition 
mainstiesncondition 
. 
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METHODOFICTVI~ TRANSITIONRATIOANDA~EJKER~ 
I~I order to obtain the theoretical curves for com.perison with 
experimental correlations shown in figure 14, the chordtise velocity 
distributions given ti reference 14 were used to detemLn.e the point 
of transition end the average value of the Ner nmtber, Tnaamuch as 
and fro7ll Bern~1’8 equation 
Equation (Bl) becmtes 
r 
EK =EE 
udx 
By using finite differences, dSS/dx was calculatedfromthe 
aforementioned velociiq distribution and camblued with the other 
factors in equation (B2) to obtain Eu. Theresultantplotof En 
against x/k is shown fn figme 18 using the velocity distribution 
of reference 12 given in reference 14. As shown in figme 18, the 
trensition poin't was obtained at x/L, where Eu =%O or Eu = -0.09 
for both the suction and pressure surfaces. The value 3% = -0.09 
regresen$s the coudition where the adverse pressure gradient is so 
large that reverse flowatthewallis iumimut. Thevalue Eu=O 
represezrta the limit of the adverse pressure region. At any value 
of Eu less than Eu=O, the lxmnday-layer velocity profile has 
a point of iuflection, fndicatiug an unstable velocity reg3me. 
A weighted average of the transition ratio was detemtined using 
the lengths of the suction and pressure surfaces. 
(B3) 
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The Ner nmber was determ.ined by obtaining the integrated 
average value of Eu to the point of transition for both the 
suction and pressure surfaces. Aweighted average was alsoused 
for the Euler number. 
Eu = 
'LSEus + L Eu 
PP 
SP Ls + II 
P 
(B4) 
using the values of E snd E"sP calculated by equations (B3) 
and (B4), figure 8 was utilized to detemiue 2 and' F and these 
values substI.tuted in equation (40) to give the theoretical. curve. 
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Figure 2. - Temperature effeat on tha properties of air (reference 16). 
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(a) Fluid properties based on wall temperature. 
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Figure 4. - Theoretical effect on beat transfer of temperature ratio and B!ach 
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Figure 5. - Theoretical effect of temperature ratio 
on stability of lam inar boundary Layer (reference 
18). M  = 0.7; W= 0.76; Elu= 0; Pr = 1.0. 
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Pr = 0,725; W = Cp; p = 0; &I = 0; /A Or Tw; 
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Figure 7. - Theoretical effect of p on heat transfer 
with laminar boundary layer (reference 4). Pr = 0.725; 
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laminar boundary layer. Tr-1.0; Fll = 0; 
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Pigure 10. - Theoretical curves for heat transfer with Euler numbers of -0.09 
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Figure 11. - Heat-transfer correlation at forward stagnation poht.(Experi- 
mental data from references 24 and 25.) 
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Figure l.2. - Comparison of experimental data for average Nusselt number from 
cylIndera with theoretical curve for Eu = 0.55 and e = 0.455 (data from 
reference 24 ). 
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Figure 13. - Comparison of local heat-tranafcr obtained theoretically and from experiment of 
referenoe 25. 
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